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Chandler Marchman is a Certified Strength & Conditioning Specialist, gym owner and amateur Strongman 
competitor that has made it his goal in life to expose the truth about training for real results to a generation 
of hard working athletes and washed up meatheads who DESERVE to get the return on investment that 
their countless hours of labor in the weight room should deliver.

Over the past five years he’s developed a highly successful training system in his training facility, Elite 
S/C (a.k.a. The MAN Cave), that has been responsible for building size, strength, speed, and a tremendous 
amount of conditioning in countless High School, College, and Professional athletes, as well as Weekend 
Warriors and Washed Up Meatheads. 

With it scientific, yet extremely simple to follow approach that utilizes the latest methods in Bodybuilding, 
Powerlifting, and Strongman, his training system has been shown to not just meet, but exceed every one of 
its participants short term and long term goals.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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I grew up idolizing size and strength. Samson, He Man, Incredible Hulk, American Gladiators, and Hulk 
Hogan... Besides my father, these were the ones I idolized and had dreams of one day becoming. 

When the day came that I finally was allowed to start building my own coat of armor, and become the 
ass-kicking machine that I wanted so desperately to become, I discovered there was a large void in the 
fitness industry. There were programs built around developing size. There were programs build around 
developing strength. There were programs build around developing speed. There were programs build 
around developing aesthetics (looking good). But there were NO PROGRAMS that delivered them all in one 
lethal punch.

I spent ten years looking for such a program until I realized it just wasn’t out there. That’s when I went 
to the drawing board to develop such a program myself. And after four years at the University of Florida 
studying Exercise Physiology, Sports Nutrition, Bio-Mechanics, and going to countless seminars throughout 
the country, I put together the training system that myself and many others had been desperately searching 
for… The SWOLE SYSTEM!!!

HOW THE SWOLE SYSTEM STARTED
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PHILOSOPHY
The SWOLE System is a program that utilizes a version of the Conjugate Method called the Westside 
Method (created by the Godfather of American Strength, legendary strength coach Louie Simmons). It 
was birthed in order to build strength, power, size, speed, conditioning and aesthetics all at once. Unlike 
traditional Western Block Periodization that builds one component of fitness at a time, the methodology 
found in this training system is intended to build ALL components at once.  It utilizes different exercises, 
with different volumes, and different percentages of your 1 Rep Maxes in the official MAN Lift’s (Squat, 
Deadlift, Bench Press, and Overhead Press) so that we are able to get BIGGER, STRONGER, and FASTER at 
the same time, throughout the year.

Why vary these numbers and exercises? Simple! When you put together a program that relies on different 
percentages instead of guesswork, as well as different exercises instead of the same ones over and over 
again, you will get results faster than greased lightning!
It combines the best perks of powerlifting, strongman, and bodybuilding into a beautiful marriage that 
develops a bounty of love children who all have one thing in common…they are all “SWOLE”!!!

WHO IT’S FOR
The true beauty behind this training system is that is is dedicated to a bounty of different demographics. It 
is by far the most versatile program that you will ever come across. Those that want to build size, strength, 
speed, stamina and/or a body that would make most women get hotter than a pepper in the desert, would 
all benefit from this program. And because it’s science comes from its utilization of percentages of what 
the lifter can lift, it is a program that will deliver fast results to weight room newbies as well as seasoned 
veterans alike. I will say this though, because I originally developed this for the athletes and meatheads at 
my gym, you can say it delivers SICK results to all of the following… 
 
	 •	 Powerlifters
	 •	 Bodybuilders
	 •	 Strongmen
	 •	 Football	Players
	 •	 Baseball	Players
	 •	 Basketball	Players
	 •	 Wrestlers
 
Bottomline, this training system is for anyone that is interested in becoming BIGGER, STRONGER, FASTER, 
CONDITIONED, and SEXY!!!

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

•	 Track	&	Field	Athletes
•	 Boxers
•	 Mixed	Martial	Artist
•	 Hockey	Players
•	 Rugby	Players
•	 Weekend	Warriors
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GROUND RULES FOR SUCCESS
As with any proven scientific system that has been tested over and over again with same successful results, 
there must be a level of accountability for one to expect to get the results that can and will be attained. The 
ground rules that we follow in order to get the results that we want are simple, and when followed properly 
within the program that is in front of you will deliver you the results you want. As I mentioned though, if 
you expect to get the results that this powerful program can deliver, you MUST abide by these rules! If you 
don’t, then just as sure as you will succeed 100% of the time when you DO abide by them, you will FAIL 
100% of the time that you don’t. Here are your rules…

	 •	 Prioritize Your Warm-Ups: I’ve seen a proper warm-up add 20 lbs. or more at times to a lifters 
  Core Lift of the day. So why is it that so many people flake on this all-important aspect of the 
  training day? Laziness possibly, or maybe it’s the simple fact that they don’t know what a GOOD 
  warm up is. One that will make you feel READY for war instead of feeling like you just went through 
  it. Our dynamic warm ups do just that! 

	 •	 Assess Yourself: How can you expect to reach the goals that you’ve set for yourself, or know just how 
  far you’ve come unless you know where you were at the starting line? Doing an assessment for 
  standardized numbers (Bench Rep Test, 40 yd. Dash time, Vertical Jump, Body Fat %, etc.) will allow 
  you to know if you are on the right track to meet your goals and/or if you need to adjust the program 
  to do so. 

	 •	 Do Multi-Joint Exercises: This is simple. If I asked you if you would rather get more results from 
  your training in less time, would you be happy? Of course you would! That’s why we want to focus on 
  training efficiency. When you do lifts that incorporate more than one muscle group in one simple
  movement, versus isolating one muscle group in an exercise, you are putting yourself in a far better 
  position to get better and faster results. That’s a good thing!!!
 
	 •	 Focus on Good Form: If you’re looking for the fastest way to increase the weight you get on your 
  Core Lifts (Squat, Bench, Deadlift, and Over Head Press) the best way to do so is cleaning up your
  form. Although these lifts are simple in there objectives, they are complex in their execution. If you 
  can eliminate the inefficient movements, you can maximize your results. 

	 •	 Keep Your Heart Rate Up: Two of the most important benefits of this program for many people  
  will be attaining a ridiculous amount of conditioning, as well as looking like a Greek God! The only  
  way to achieve this is to lift with the focused intensity that will lead to getting your Heart Rate up, 
  and keeping it up throughout the entire session (minus the Plyometrics and Core Lift). This will 
  increase your metabolism, burn tons of fat, and give you the stamina to go for days!

	 •	 Set GOOD Goals: Goals are important to set because they will dictate the process with which you 
  work towards them. The steps you take will be put in place strategically to get you to your goals in 
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  as fast and efficient way as possible. Just make sure your goals are specific, and con be easily
  monitored so that you can make sure you are on the right track. I like to set both short term 
  AND long term goals. This way you will stay motivated breaking small ones in the pursuit of the
  bigger ones.

	 •	 Get a Training Partner: You need a GOOD training partner for a number of reasons. One, he can spot 
  you on max effort and repetitive effort days so that you don’t have to worry about having a 
  coroner pull barbell bits out of your skull. Two, he will/should be able to give you valuable coaching 
  cues before, during, and after you lift. And three, he will hold you accountable to your goals and the 
  pursuit of accomplishing them.

	 • Focus on Recovery: All we are doing while training is breaking our body down. What you do 
  OUTSIDE the gym is just as important as what you do in it. Focus on the sound nutrition plan I have 
  for you in the diet portion of this manual, as well as getting quality sleep (atleast six – eight hours 
  per night) to insure that your body recovers adequately enough to keep crushing weights and 
  reaching your goals.

	 •	 Follow the Percentages: The toughest thing for meatheads to follow in this training system is the
  MOST IMPORTANT THING…The percentages of your 1 Rep Maxes that you will plug into your core 
  lift of the day are put in place for a reason. If your working weight for the day is 50% of your 1 Rep
  Max on Bench Press, don’t put 75% on “just because you can”…As I mentioned before, this system  
  works behind a solid foundation of science, and if you are too much of a Meathead to adopt this fact, 
  then don’t expect to get the same results as those that do. It’s simple, be honest with your weights 
  and don’t let your EGO get in the way of your PROGRESS! 

	 •	 Lift FAST…But Control the Weight: To become as strong, powerful, and explosive as we want to 
  become, we want to get used to moving weights as FAST as we possibly can! That does NOT come at 
  the expense of good form though. Remember, form is the most important thing you can focus on 
  when doing your lifting. Proper form will lead to safer and more effective lifting that will help you 
  reach your goals much faster than if you have sloppy form that could increase the chance of injury 
  (either down the road or WHILE your lifting).

	 •	 Follow the “7P – Principle”: This quick little saying will give you success in life as well as in the gym. 
  “Prior Proper Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance”. What does that mean? In order to achieve 
  what goals you’ve set forth for yourself, you must put together a goal specific plan to do so…This is 
  that plan for you…Stick to it and enjoy the sweet fruits of your labor! 

	 •	 Be Consistent and Persistent: The supplement industry and the late night infomercials will promise 
  you unrealistic results in unrealistic time frames. Trust me, the program you are about to begin 
  is FAR more effective at delivering quality, long lasting results. But it takes time and commitment. 
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  So the best qualities you can have with this program are the consistency to do it on a daily basis so 
  that it has its intended cumulative effect, and the persistence/patience that it will take to get through
  the 12 weeks and beyond that is necessary to get serious results.  

	 •	 ALWAYS Aim to Break a Record: Lets face it, all of us have an underlying competitive side that 
  instinctively pushes us harder and harder to reach the level of relative greatness that we all stand 
  to have and hold. One of the variables that fosters that notion and drives us more is to set new 
  records for ourselves. The more competitive you are, and the harder you push for those Personal 
  Records, the closer you will find yourself to those BIG goals you’ve set out for yourself.

	 •	 De-Load: Because of how hard you will have worked for your results on a daily basis, you will need 
  to take a break every few weeks to let your body recuperate, recover, and reload for more of the 
  intense, @ss kicking sessions you will put yourself through in order to get bigger, stronger, faster, 
  and more conditioned. What we do is called a “De-Load Week”. It is put in place after four weeks of 
  hard training to restore our bodies Central Nervous System and Skeletal Muscle to a state of 
  equilibrium. All that’s nerd talk for it allows us a break. Once we come off of this week…we feel 
  refreshed and ready to lift big boy weights and get our SWOLE ON!!! (We’ll discuss the process we
  take in de-loading) 

	 •	 Address Weak Points to Meet Your Goals: In competition, seldom will the person with the greatest 
  emphasized strong point be able to compete at higher levels. Eventually, to reach your goals, you
  MUST focus on bringing up your weak points while continuing to work on your strengths. Not only 
  will this prevent imbalances, which could lead to injury, but it more importantly helps you reach your 
  goals faster. (i.e. if you have a weak lock out on bench press, over emphasize tricep work to make up 
  for that weakness) 

	 •	 Re-Assess: Because this system is based upon using percentages of your 1 Rep Max to find a 
  working weight, you must consistently adjust what number you plug in to take into account the 
  increase in weight you will be able to lift. So if you start with a 1 Rep Max on the bench press equal 
  to 200 lbs., and 3 weeks later your 5 Rep Max is 215, you OBVIOUSLY need to make an adjustment. 
  If you do not actually SET a new 1 Rep Max, however KNOW that it has increased, you can either 
  use Prilepin’s Chart to figure out what your 1 Rep Max would be, or make a conservative guess as to 
  what it might be. If you guess/estimate what it would be, just make sure that you undershoot it 
  rather than overshoot it (guess lower than what you think you can get instead of higher) 

	 •	 Continue To Build Upon Your Success: Just as we should learn from our failures to become a
  success, we should recognize what we did to become successful in the first place. If you find 
  something that is working, continue to do it! This training system WILL work for you IF you put 
  the work in necessary for you to succeed. That said, don’t turn your back on what built you great 
  success. Continue to follow this formula even after your 12 Week MANamorphosis and continue to 
  meet and exceed goals you’ve set forth for yourself!!!
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II. THE PROGRAM

Dynamic Warm Up
A warm up can make or break your training day. How many times have you gone directly into your training 
without any warm ups and had a great session? Now, how many times have you invested about 5-10 
minutes into a warm up and had a GREAT session…maybe even setting a P.R. or two? Think maybe that 
has something to do with the fact that you took the time and effort to prepare your body for the stress that 
you were forcing it to overcome? Damn right!

The fact of the matter is, that although the warm up might be the most un-glamorous portion of your 
training day, it could very well be considered the most important as well. It’s the simplest, and easiest thing 
you can do to put yourself in a better situation for success while training. There are some things that you 
need to know about a proper warm up though. 

Gone are the days that it is acceptable to “warm up” by simply running a lap around the track and holding 
a static hamstring stretch for 15 seconds. The only thing that will prep you for is getting throttled by the 
weight you are about to try and lift, as well as increase the chance that you get hurt. NOT COOL!!!

A good warm up is so much more than that. A good warm up does these things.

	 •	 Increases	core	temperature	(improves	elasticity	and	decreases	risk	of	injury)
	 •	 Stimulates	the	Nervous	System	(nerd	talk	for	prepping	your	body	for	exercise)
	 •	 Activates	&	mobilizes	muscles	surrounding	the	bodies	main	joints	(hips	&	shoulders)
	 •	 Incorporates	dynamic	stretches	(through	movement)	as	well	as	static	(reach	range	of	motion	and	hold)
	 •	 Ultimately	prepares	you	for	battle,	not	makes	you	feel	like	you’ve	already	gone	through	it
 
We follow a very simple formula for success when it comes to our Warm Up. 

Activate  Mobilize.

Before we progress into any active dynamic stretches, we must first get some blood flowing throughout our 
body. Why? It goes back to the old adage that you never want to stretch a cold rubber band. What happens 
when you do that? It snaps! Or in our body’s muscles case, they tear. 

When we do the exercises that best activate the muscles surrounding our main joints (low intensity/volume 
multi-joint movements like body weight squats, lunges, sled drags, push ups, etc.), it puts or body in a far 
superior situation to both stretch, as well as go through intense exercise. 
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Activation is only one part of the puzzle though. 

After activating the muscles surrounding both our hips and shoulders, we need to work on their mobility. 
What’s mobility work? Think flexibility work via movement. It’s important to emphasize this because we 
want to be able to not just have a great range of motion at our joints, but more importantly be able to 
apply force at every point along that movement. This is why we do Dynamic Stretching instead of the more 
traditional Static/Passive Stretching.

An important note to make whenever we do our dynamic warm ups is that we ALWAYS want to warm our 
entire body instead of just warming what is being primarily used in that days specific training. Why? Though 
the exercises that you do while utilizing this system seem as though they are being done predominantly with 
either muscles in the upper or lower portion of the body, when done properly many of the exercises require 
you to keep your entire body tight and activated. The athletic body is synergistic…it operates as one 
cohesive unit. Because of this fact, we must treat it as one by warming the entire body up. 

***You can find the entire standardized “Dynamic Warm Up” in the Video Tutorial Section of the manual***

Plyometrics
What’s the point of being jacked and ripped if you are unable to move athletically or explosively? One of the 
underlying goals of the SWOLE System is not just LOOKING like you can drop someone, but actually being 
able to as well. All show and no go won’t get you any playing time on the field, or while playing the field!

So what do we do to insure that we are just as athletic and explosive as we are jacked, ripped and strong? 
We do Plyometrics (exercise that stimulate the Stretch-Shortening Cycle). But enough of the nerd stuff! Let 
me tell you how it will help you get SWOLE!!

***By the way, to me, being SWOLE means being JACKED, RIPPED, STRONG, and EXPLOSIVE***

The reason that we put Plyometrics into our program is that by doing so we are able to increase the rate at 
which we develop force. What does that mean? With all the strength that we develop, we can apply it at a lot 
faster rate, making us much faster and more explosive with ALL of our movements (i.e. running, jumping, 
lifting, etc.). To best utilize these potent exercises, we must apply certain principles though…

	 •	 Must	be	done	after	dynamic	warm	up	when	you	are	fresh,	not	fatigued
	 •	 Because	their	goal	is	to	get	your	body	to	adapt	to	moving	faster	and	more	explosively,	we	must	stop 
  the set when speed declines (no more than 10 seconds or 5 reps per set)
	 •	 The	goal	is	not	fatigue...it’s	building	power…NEVER	perform	a	set	until	failure
	 •	 Always	perform	before	the	Core	Lift	of	the	day	in	order	to	insure	the	body	is	primed	to 
  move explosively
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	 •	 As	often	as	possible,	attempt	to	make	the	plyometric	exercise	mimic	the	same	movement	pattern	as 
  the Core Lift of the day (i.e. Clapping Push Ups before Bench Press)
	 •	 When	doing	all	plyometrics,	perform	them	with	your	body	relaxed	and	loose	instead	of	tight 
  and tense

Core Lift
The most important thing you can learn from this powerful training system is that in order to get better 
results in quicker time, your training has to be EFFICIENT. The execution of your exercises must be 
efficient. The time spent exercising must be efficient. And most importantly the exercises you choose must 
be efficient. A good rule of thumb that satisfies all of these guidelines is to choose exercises that incorporate 
the MOST muscles in a single lift. For this reason, we focus the bulk of our efforts into the Core Lifts.

The Squat, the Deadlift, the Bench Press, the Overhead Press, and every variation of each should receive the 
most attention on a daily basis because they are the lifts that deliver most of the results and are the best 
indicators of where we stand with our goals.

With the SWOLE System, the way we organize our programming is based around our Core Lifts. The 
percentages that dictate your working weight change. The volume you lift in changes. The different variation 
of the lift changes. But what stays the same are our primary goals with the core lifts. 

	 •	 Getting	Bigger	
	 •	 Getting	Stronger
	 •	 Getting	Faster

To accomplish each of these three goals, we must train specific to each. That’s where the organization of the 
percentages, volumes, and training objectives come into play. To do that there are three different methods 
with which we lift with our core lifts.

***It’s imperative because the nature of how the daily training routine is set up that 
you know your 1 Rep Max in all of these Core lifts so that you can calculate your 

working weight on Dynamic Effort and Repetitive Effort days*** 

	 •	 Bench	Press
	 •	 Strict	Press
	 •	 Barbell	Deadlift

Dynamic Effort Method
This method of training our core lift is put in place to develop the rate at which we develop force. Simply put, it 
makes us more explosive. It is important for us to implement this method for a multitude of different reasons.

•	 Front	Squat
•	 Back	Squat
•	 Box	Squat
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 1. Heavier Weights Will Move Faster: For those that are aiming to increase the amount they can lift in 
  their core lifts, they are FAR more likely to hit a PR with a weight they don’t have to fight with as 
  long. When you implement these days, the most important and notable training effect it has is its 
  ability to let you lift heavier weights in a faster manner. Real simple, the less time you have to move a
  weight in a certain range of motion, the more likely you are to effectively lift it.

 2. Light Weight x Low Volume= Easy on Body: I earlier addressed the fact that de-loading gives your 
  body a chance to recover and recuperate from the stress you are putting it through on a daily basis 
  while training. Well, because the working weight and volume you do on Dynamic Effort days is 
  relatively low, it gives your body the break it might need to restore itself.

 3. Form Becomes Better: One of the most important things you can do in order to meet your goals in the 
  gym is to master the form on all of your lifts. One of the best ways to do that is sucking up your 
  pride and following this saying “Get it Light…Get it Right”. What you can take from that is this, 
  because the weight is light and the volume is low, you can really focus on form work. Too often us 
  meatheads let our pride get in the way of our progress. We’d rather lift more weight at the time 
  being with our awful form, than risk looking like a puff by dropping the weight and getting it right! 
  Guarantee you this, the person that does it the RIGHT way will quickly overcome the “ego lifter” 
  while avoiding any overuse injury that eventually WILL occur with improper form.

 4. Run Faster…Jump Higher…Punch Harder: As I mentioned earlier, your power output (how 
  EXPLOSIVE you are) will increase exponentially! By increasing the rate at which you develop force
  in the range of motion of your core lifts, you will be able to see a remarkable increase in your athletic 
  performance. You’ll basically be turned into a stick of dynamite that is ready to explode whenever 
  you see fit! 

Ok, so I explained what benefits you will get from this style of training, so let me now explain to you HOW 
we program Dynamic Effort days. As I mentioned before, the working weight you want on days like this 
are light weight and low volume. It’s not about how much weight or how many reps we can achieve in a 
given working set. It is about HOW FAST we can lift sub-maximal weights (with strict form of course).So 
don’t be a meathead! In order to achieve the training objective (increased bar speed), we must work at a 
low percentage of your 1 Rep Max. And in order to insure that our body makes the proper adaptations to 
how we move this weight (fast and controlled), we only want our working set to go until the speed of the 
bar starts to slow down. For these reasons, there has been a standard set for how many reps, sets and 
percentage (of your 1 Rep Max) that you will use during your working sets. 
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These standards are set below…

Core Lift  Reps/Set Percentages Total Sets
Bench Press  3 Reps/Set (40%-55%)  (8 - 12 sets)
Box Squat*  2 Reps/Set (40%-55%)  (8 – 12 sets)
Deadlift  1 Rep/Set (40%-55%)  (8 – 12 sets)
Overhead Press** 3 Reps/Set (40%-55%)  (8 – 12 sets)

 *All Dynamic Effort work with squats will be onto a box set at or below parallel to the angle that your knees and hips 
make when squatting

**If the pressing movement you view as your number one priority is the Overhead Press, then simply replace the 
bench press with the Overhead Press while following the daily programming (use the same percentages, rep range, 
and set range though)

It’s important to note that we want to constantly vary the stimulus we put our body through in order for us 
to NOT hit any nagging training plateaus when utilizing this training system. For that reason the ranges in 
the sets and percentages (unlike the number of reps/set) will always change. This is a system though…and 
with a system there is always organization. The way we organize our protocol for assigning a percentage 
(for your working weight) and number of working sets you will do is a simple rolling method. You simply 
rotate UP 5% every time you do a Dynamic Effort day, as well as rotate UP 2 more sets. So if Monday was a 
Dynamic Effort Deadlift using 40% for 8 sets, the next Dynamic Effort day, either Bench Press or Overhead 
Press, would be 45% (up 5% from the previous 40%) with 10 working sets (UP 2 sets from the previous 
8). Another important note, whenever you rotate through these percentages and sets, simply go back to the 
base number of sets and percentage (i.e. 12 sets  8 sets & 55%  40%).

Timing is another key issue when adding Dynamic Effort work to your program. There are 2 important 
issues we must address when referencing time in the Dynamic Effort method…

1.  Time Between Sets: The optimum time in between working sets (your rest period) will be in between 
30 & 60 seconds. Too short of rest and you risk it becoming more about muscular fatigue (as well as losing 
focus)…Too long of rest and you run the risk of missing out on the bodies ability to adapt to lift weight 
faster and more explosively 

2.  Time Between Dynamic Effort & Maximum Effort Days: Real simple here…Whatever we do on our 
Dynamic Effort Days, we’ll want to do 3 days later on our Max Effort day. This time period has been found 
to have the best carry over effect in the sense that it will allow us to still utilize the adaptation we have built 
three days prior when we train our body to move weight faster in that specific exercise. The result? You 
move heavier weights at a faster weight…And doing that makes you a very freakishly awesome individual!!!
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The last thing I must mention about utilizing the Dynamic Effort method is that if you are a complete novice/
newcomer to lifting weights, you will NOT follow the same protocol in the daily programming. Instead, you 
will follow these guidelines below…

	 •	 Cut	the	number	of	sets	you	do	in	half	(i.e.	if	the	day	calls	for	12	sets,	you	will	do	6)
	 •	 Do	twice	the	number	of	reps	per	set	(if	you	are	working	on	the	Bench	Press,	do	6	reps	instead	of 
  the traditional 3)
	 •	 ALWAYS	use	60%	of	your	1	Rep	Max	(if	the	daily	programming	calls	for	45%...USE	60%!!!)
	 •	 Keep	the	rest	between	sets	at	1	minute	(this	allows	you	to	be	fresh	with	every	set)
	 •	 Focus	the	bulk	of	your	attention	on	PROPER	LIFTING	FORM	so	that	you	can	improve	at	a	faster	rate 
  (still attempt to move the weight fast though…that’s STILL our number one objective
	 •	 Although	there	is	no	set	standard	to	say	“You’re	ready	to	move	on”,	I	believe	after	a	year	of	lifting 
  with these guidelines, you will be able to better utilize and make gains from the regular programming 
  that is set forth for non-novice lifters

Repetitive Effort Method
This method of training our Core Lift is what truly separates our system from many others like it. It’s got 
an abundance of positive training effects however if you had to list its most important, you’d say it’s the 
superior way to build size, muscular endurance, and mental toughness…Let’s examine each.

 1. You’ll Build MOUND’s of Muscle: The most important reason that I put this type of training into the 
  SWOLE System is because it will simply get you JACKED!!! The main goal is induce hypertrophy 
  (muscle growth), and it sure as hell does a great job at that! As I mentioned earlier, I developed this  
  entire program based upon the strengths of every weight lifting discipline. Because bodybuilders are 
  the best at developing a tremendous amount of muscle mass, there style of training is whom I 
  mimicked on these types of days. I always say, the system you use must reflect the goals with which 
  you have. In this case, our goal is to stimulate as much lean tissue growth as possible…With 
  Repetitive Effort day’s, we’re doing just that!!! 

 2. You’ll Build a TON of Muscular/Strength Endurance: Whether you are utilizing this powerful ass 
  kicking formula to increase your athletic performance, get more bench reps at 225 lbs., or more 
  importantly to last longer “where it counts”, the strength/muscular endurance you will build on 
  Repetitive Effort Day’s will allow you to do it all and MORE!!! Just think of the advantage you will
  have over your competition in the latter part of the game when he’s burnt out and you’re still as fresh 
  as you were in the first 5 minutes of play?! Game. Set. Match…You will win every time you can exert 
  more strength over a longer period of time than your opponent. Winning is a good thing too… 
  The loser never goes home with the hot chick!!! 

 3. You’ll Build the Mental Toughness of a Navy SEAL: I can’t stress to you enough how important it is 
  to have mental toughness. Not just in the gym, but in life! No better time is there to forge it than 
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  in the gym though. When your body feels like it’s got battery acid pumping through it, and you feel 
  like your body is about to explode, you have to be willing to push til the very end…until you fail.
  Then and only then will you know how far you can go. THAT’S why I take my sets til failure on these 
  days…To see what I’m made of…To see what I’m worth. If you’re like me (which I think you are), 
  I think you’ll want to know whether or not you’re filled with the intolerance of failure, or the 
  willingness to settle for less than what you’re truly worth. Make the right choice. Go balls to the wall 
  and allow yourself the benefits that doing this style of training will deliver!

As you can clearly see, the reasons we want to do this are quite attractive to us. But how we organize this 
style of training to allow us to not only get Jacked, but steadily increase our performance gains as well is 
what makes this truly awesome!

Just as we do with our Dynamic Effort Days, we want to find our Core Lift of the days working weight via a 
percentage of our 1 Rep Max. These percentages range from 60% - 80%, and with each percentage there 
lies a certain number of total reps you must get with that particular working weight. I find it is this little 
caveat that makes such a HUGE difference. No longer will you just throw out a number of sets or reps 
you want to get. This system is set in stone to the point that you know EXACTLY what your weight is and 
EXACTLY how many total reps you must get. It holds you accountable to your own training and your own 
toughness…Let’s go over each percentage and there coinciding reps as well as set some guidelines for 
training on Repetitive Effort Days…

Percentage  Total Reps
60%    50 reps
65%    40 reps
70%    30 reps
75%    25 reps
80%    20 reps

Rules/Guidelines
	 •	 When	programming,	we	rotate	the	percentages	up	(5%)	when	figuring	out	what	the	next	Repetitive 
  Effort day is 
	 •	 The	rest	intervals	will	be	2	–	3	minutes	in	between	sets*
	 •	 You	want	to	complete	the	total	number	of	reps	in	as	FEW	sets	as	possible.	Because	of	this	you	will	go 
  to failure on each and every set…if your working with 60% and only have 3 reps left, don’t get those 
  easy 3 then rack it…sack up and go ‘til failure!!! That’s what will build muscle!!!**
	 •	 Because	we	go	‘til	failure	on	our	sets,	you	obviously	want	to	get	a	spotter	(ideally	one	that	knows 
  what coaching cues to give you as well as one that’s strong enough to keep the bar from ending 
  your life!!!)
	 •	 We	NEVER	do	Repetitive	Effort	work	on	our	deadlifts…once	we	get	closer	to	failure,	this	exercise 
  puts us in too compromising of a position. Remember, if you’re injured you can’t get in the gym. 
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  And if you can’t get in the gym, you can’t reach your goals!!!
	 •	 If	the	total	number	of	sets	you	do	for	any	Repetitive	Effort	day	is	LESS	than	3	working	sets,	you
  need to add more weight…If it’s MORE than 6 working sets, you SHOULD have used less weight.
  Ultimately, be perceptive as to what is realistic for you. Challenge yourself, but be smart too…

*The lighter the percentage used the closer to 2 minutes you want to rest. The heavier the percentage, the closer to 3 
minutes you want to rest.

**Because we are going to failure during these Repetitive Effort days, it is expected that your form will eventually 
break down. Though I never condone bad form, remember, the main goal on these days are building muscle. For 
those that are having to focus more on form work, try to only go to failure on your LAST set (leaving 1-2 reps in the 
tank until your last set). 

Maximum Effort Method
Max Effort days are what its all about! These are the days that we see just how strong we have gotten. 
They will indicate beyond a shadow of a doubt whether you have stayed true to the program, or you have 
been slacking ass! Why? Because as my boy Henry Rollins so poetically says, “The Iron never lies”…

The ultimate goal here is to increase the amount of force you can produce to overcome the weight of the 
implement you are lifting. The more force you can apply to a bar, the stronger you will be. The stronger you 
are, the more respect you can demand. The more respect you can demand, the more you become 
“THE MAN”!!!

As an added benefit to those that don’t just want to bench, squat, deadlift or overhead press more, but are 
also concerned with there athletic performance, there is a direct relationship between maximal strength 
and vertical jumping (how high you can jump) as well as linear speed (how fast you can run). How’s this? 
Well, it’s pretty simple, when you match the force you can apply to the ground by increasing your squat and 
deadlift, with the rate at which you develop it (accomplished with Plyometrics and Dynamic Effort day’s), 
you can overcome gravity to a far greater degree. This helps with jumping because gravity is the primary 
force preventing you from getting as high as you want. If you apply more force than that of gravity, then you 
jump higher. As for linear speed, when we match our strength, rate of force development, and mobility in the 
shoulders and hips, we can increase the length of our running stride. And all linear speed is, is a product of 
stride length by stride frequency. So by becoming stronger, being able to apply more force into a fixed object 
(the ground) we will not just be increasing our Core Lifts, but athletic performance as well.

Now, because we can’t train at or above weights that constitute 90% of our Core Lifts 1 Rep Max without 
risking injury or diminishing returns (lack of progress), we need to figure out a way to easily organize a 
way to progress to greater weights being lifted. That’s why we don’t just lift in the 1 Rep Max range but will 
go as high as a 5 Rep Max. Below is the process with which we do so as well as a few rules & guidelines to 
insure that you kick ass on your Max Effort day’s …
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Rules/Guidelines
	 •	 Warm	up	should	be	extensive.	If	you	go	through	the	standardized	warm	up	however	are	still	not
  warm…continue to get warmed up!!!
	 •	 When	we	have	a	Max	Effort	day,	we	want	to	warm	up	to,	and	FIND	our	prescribed	max	for	that	day. 
  If we have a 5 Rep Max day scheduled, we don’t want to move directly to what we think our 5 Rep 
  Max would be…we work up to it and FIND out what it is for that particular day.
	 •	 When	programming,	we	work	UP	to	our	1	Rep	Max.	So	if	Monday	was	a	3	Rep	Max,	the	next 
  scheduled Max Effort day would be a 2 Rep Max. (5 RM  4 RM  3 RM  2 RM  1 RM) 
	 •	 If	we	have	a	5	Rep	Max	day	scheduled	and	you	lift	a	weight	that	you	could	only	get	4	reps	with,	do 
  NOT lighten the load and do another set…you are done…
	 •	 Once	you	warm	up	to	70%	of	your	current	1	Rep	Max,	that	is	when	you	should	start	completing	sets 
  of your Prescribed Max Rep Range for the day. That means when we have a 1 RM day, once we 
  warm up to a set of 70% of your 1 RM, we will only do a single repetition (even though you COULD 
  get far more if you tried)
	 •	 We	want	to	wait	3-5	minutes	in	between	attempts	(long	enough	to	overcome	Nervous	System	fatigue, 
  but not long enough to cool down)
	 •	 We	always	want	to	have	a	goal	in	mind	before	we	even	touch	the	weight.
	 •	 We	always	want	to	have	a	spotter	(for	coaching	and	death	prevention)
	 •	 We	want	to	move	the	weight	as	fast	and	efficiently	as	possible
	 •	 STAY	TIGHT!!!

Supplemental Lifts
The Supplemental lifts are the lifts we do directly after our Core Lifts that mainly function to increase the 
amount we can lift FOR our Core Lifts. Though this is there main function in powerlifting circles, I have 
managed to add a couple of twists that allow us to enjoy those benefits and many more! Before we go balls 
deep into how we program them and the rules that apply, lets discuss all the benefits you can expect to get 
when you put yourself through these lifts.

	 •	 Increased	strength	in	core	lifts
	 •	 Increased	work	capacity	(you	can	go	longer	without	fatiguing)	
	 •	 Increased	lean	mass	(it	induces	muscle	growth)
	 •	 Decreased	levels	of	body	fat	(your	resting	metabolic	rate	will	go	through	the	roof!!!)

Very simple, but very attractive wouldn’t you say? Now, those are results you can expect to get if and only if 
you are willing to follow the rules I have in place below.

Rules for Supplemental Work
	 •	 All	supplemental	lifts	will	be	multi	joint	movements	(exercises	that	use	more	than	just	one	muscle)
	 •	 All	supplemental	lifts	will	be	done	in	a	superset	format	in	order	to	increase	work	capacity	and 
  increase fat loss…this is done by immediately following one exercise with another
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	 •	 All	supplemental	lifts	will	strengthen	the	muscles	that	need	to	be	strengthened	in	order	to	increase 
  your Core Lifts
	 •	 All	supplemental	lifts	will	be	rotated	to	avoid	hitting	plateaus
	 •	 Lower	Body	supplemental	lifts	will	always	have	a	single	leg	movement	followed	by	a	posterior	chain
  movement (i.e. Dumbell Step Up  Weighted Back Extension) 
	 •	 Upper	Body	supplemental	lifts	will	be	broken	down	into	two	different	days.	One	a	chest	and	triceps 
  dominant day, and two a shoulders and back dominant day
	 •	 On	chest	and	tricep	dominant	days,	we	will	always	follow	a	dumbbell	press	variation	with	a	push 
  up variation
	 •	 On	shoulder	and	back	dominant	days,	we	will	always	follow	an	overhead	shoulder	press	variation
  (i.e. Dumbell Military Press, DB Strict Press, DB Jerk etc.) with a back dominant pulling movement 
  (i.e. Chin Ups, Rows, Inverted Rows, etc.)
	 •	 On	days	that	our	Core	Lift	is	Max	Effort,	our	supplemental	work	will	be	done	with	lighter	weight	and 
  higher volume (15-20 rep range per exercise)
	 •	 On	days	that	our	Core	Lift	is	Dynamic	Effort,	our	supplemental	work	will	be	done	with	heavier	weight 
  and less volume (4-8 rep range per exercise)
	 •	 On	days	that	our	Core	Lift	is	Repetitive	Effort,	our	supplemental	work	will	be	done	with	moderate 
  weight (8-15 rep range per exercise) 
	 •	 The	rest	period	between	all	supplemental	work	sets	will	be	1-2	minutes
	 •	 There	will	always	be	3	sets	of	supplemental	work	being	done	unless	other	wise	noted	or	during	a	de 
  load week

Accessory Lifts
Of all of the lifts that you will be doing throughout the training day, these are by far the least intense and 
simplest. But just as it is in life, it ‘s attention to detail with the small things that can make a world of 
difference! These lifts are put in place for a number of reasons and have a bounty of benefits to match them 
as well. Lets cover each.
	 •	 Increase	the	structural	integrity	of	the	joints	and	muscles	surrounding	them
	 •	 Help	bring	up	your	weak	points	while	increasing	your	strengths	
	 •	 Mandatory	for	injury	prevention
	 •	 Give	you	a	great	pump	(so	you	look	JACKED	when	you	head	out	later!!!)

With all of these benefits packed into such simple exercises (simple relative to the tough, MAN lifting that 
we’ve done to this point of the training day), it befuddles me that many people neglect these lifts. I mean 
seriously…They’re easy AND they deliver a ton of results!!! Lets go over the rules of how to program them 
and how you can enjoy the fruits of their proper execution.

Rules for Accessory Lifts
	 •	 Focus	on	high	volume	(either	15-30	reps,	or	sets	of	as	many	reps	as	possible	in	30-60	seconds)
	 •	 Do	2-3	sets	(unless	otherwise	noted)
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	 •	 Keep	rest	in	between	sets	minimal	(30-60	seconds)
	 •	 Focus	on	getting	as	much	blood	flow	to	the	area	working	as	possible
	 •	 Focus	on	single	joint	movements	*(i.e.	Pressdowns,	Face	Pulls,	Front	Raises,	Leg	curls,	Bridges,	etc)	
	 •	 Focus	on	implementing	exercises	that	work	the	weak	points	of	your	Core	Lifts	(i.e.	no	stability	in	the 
  bench = upper back weakness = Face Pulls & Scarecrows)

*All of these exercises will be shown along with every other exercise you will do with this program in the Video 
Tutorial section

Finisher’s
The last phase of our training day, this 5-10 minutes is going to spent getting your heart rate up and getting 
you MORE JACKED and MORE RIPPED than you have ever been in your life…SERIOUSLY!!! I can make 
those claims because when I started implementing them not only on myself, and the clients at my gym, but 
on my boy Elliott Hulse (Professional Strongman and World Renowned Strength Coach), we started getting 
STUPID ripped in no time at all!!! So how do these quick routines work and how do you format them to fit 
your goals??? Simple! Let me show you…

Rules for Finisher’s 
	 •	 Keep	them	short	(5-10	minutes)
	 •	 Keep	them	INTENSE	by	keeping	your	heart	rate	up	(this	will	drive	up	your	resting	metabolic	rate 
  which helps you burn more fat at rest)
	 •	 Focus	on	bodyweight,	strongman*,	Dumbell	Complex,	and	grip	exercises
	 •	 If	you‘re	having	a hard time gaining weight, instead of doing these Finishers, double up on your 
  accessory lifts volume (you don’t want to burn the amount of calories that these exercise sets 
  will burn…)
	 •	 A	Tabata Set is an 8 set circuit that consists of anywhere from 1 to 4 different exercises done with 
  20 seconds of work followed by ten seconds of rest. When done properly, they should last exactly 
  3 minutes and 50 seconds to complete. The goal here is to complete as many reps as possible for 
  each exercises working set.

*I know it goes against everything “Strongman” stands for, but when putting this type of training in at the end of the 
training day, you want to focus on more reps instead of more weight. So NEVER train with more than 70% of your 1 
Rep Max in these lifts while doing them in the “Finishers” portion of the training day…

Brick Shit House Day’s
For those of you familiar with crossfit, this training day will be quite similar but with less of the goofy ass 
movements that many of there “WOD’s” utilize. It is much like an extended version of our Finisher’s but with 
more volume and equal emphasis on RECOVERY. It is put in place to bridge the gap between our Strength 
training and Fat burning. Think of it this way, it’s a form of metabolic conditioning that can be thought of 
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as Resistance Cardio…MAN Conditioning if you will. It’s great for those that want to burn off that extra 
layer of fat while maintaining there MAN Card. Because let’s face it, there’s something terribly wrong with a 
dude that’s on an elliptical sandwiched in between a fat chick that hasn’t dropped a pound in 5 years, and a 
sorority chick that’s talking about what sluts all of her friends are on the phone!!! All you have to do to avoid 
this all too common scenario is follow the guidelines below…

Brick Shit House Guidelines
	 •	 All	the	rules	that	apply	to	Finisher’s,	apply	to	B.S.H.	training
	 •	 These	training	days	should	last	in	between	20-30	minutes
	 •	 Emphasis	is	put	on	fat	burning,	recovery,	and	as	much	weak	point	training	as	possible
	 •	 If	you	are	having	a	hard time gaining weight, limit your execution of these days and instead do an 
  extensive dynamic warm up and focus on doing 3-5 sets of each of your lower bodies and upper 
  bodies accessory lifts 

De-Loading
Because the intensity with which you train in this program can be extremely taxing to your body and its 
nervous system, it’s important that we give our body a break from the rigors that we put it through. Doing 
this will accomplish many things…

	 •	 Allows	your	body	to	completely	recover	and	regenerate	for	optimal	growth
	 •	 Will	allow	your	Nervous	System	to	“refresh”,	which	will	help	you	adapt	to	lifting	heavier	weights	in 
  the weeks to come
	 •	 Gives	you	a	mental	break

The best part about all of this is that de-loading is meathead talk for “taking a break”…Yea, you get all 
these results by NOT busting your ass!!! These are the guidelines we follow…

Guidelines For De-Loading
	 •	 We	have	a	De-Load	week	on	every	6th	week	of	training
	 •	 We	cut	the	volume	of	our	Dynamic	Effort	days	and	Repetitive	Effort	days	Core	lifts	in	half	(i.e.	10
  sets of 3 reps on Dynamic Bench  5 sets of 3 reps on De-Load Week…70% for 30 reps on 
  Repetitive Effort Front Squat  70% for 15 total reps on De-Load Week)
	 •	 We	DO NOT complete any Max Effort Lifts during De-Load Weeks (we only do the supplemental, 
  accessory, and finisher)
	 •	 Our	volume	of	Supplemental	and	Accessory	Lifts	are	cut	in	half	(i.e.	3	sets	of	Supplemental 
  lifts  1 set of Supplemental Lifts during De-Load…2 sets of Accessory Lifts  1 set of 
  Accessory Lifts during De-Load Week)
	 •	 Finisher’s	are	low	impact	and	low	volume,	typically	consisting	of	only	simple	bodyweight	movement 
  patterns in a circuit format
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	 •	 Brick	Shit	House	Day’s	are	treated	the	same	way	that	those	that	have	a	hard time gaining muscle 
  treat them (an extensive dynamic warm up followed by 3-5 sets of each of your lower bodies and 
  upper bodies accessory lifts that focus on your weak points) 
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As with any “System”, there is a step-by-step process for which you will need to follow in order to get the 
GUARANTEED RESULTS that it has the ability to deliver. If you follow this down to the very last point, I 
GUARANTEE that you will have increased SIZE, STRENGTH, STAMINA, ATHLETICISM, and SEX APPEAL!!! 
These are those EXACT steps that will help you get those results…

Steps to Getting SWOLE
 1. Define your goal (Getting Jacked or Getting Ripped)
 
 2. Match up your training as well as your diet routine (found in the Diet Section) with your goals

 3. Take a BEFORE Picture prior to starting the program (this will help keep you motivated and let you 
  know just how far you came upon completion)
 
 4. Establish your Pre-Program stats (weight, body fat if possible, and body part measurements like 
  arms, chest, and thighs)
 
 5. Establish your 1 Rep Max on ALL of the Core Lifts (Bench Press, Strict Press, Barbell Deadlift, Front  
  Squat, Box Squat, & Back Squat) on SEPARATE & CONSECUTIVE days with a good spotter in place
 
 6. Upon completion of Steps 1-5, you may start the daily programming
 
 7. Upon Completion of the 12-Week Program, re-assess both your Stats and 1 Rep Maxes, as well 
  as take an AFTER Picture 
 
 8. Continue Steps 1-7 for as long as you are training and want to continue GETTING SWOLE!!!

III. GETTING STARTED
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Week 1 : Day 1 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
 •	 Plyometrics Seated Box Jump (2 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (40% : 8 Sets : 2 Reps)

 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Ups (3 sets : 6/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curls (2 set : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Squat Jump b) Wall Sit

Week 1 : Day 2 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
 •	 Plyometrics Clapping Push Up (2 sets : 4 reps)
	 •	 Core	Lift	 Bench Press (60% : 50 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental	 Dumbbell Floor Press (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Push Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)

	 •	 Accessory	 Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher	 Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Inverted Row (3 sets : 20 sec AMAP)

Week 1 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Bodyweight Squat (3 sets : 30 seconds) 
   s/s
      Squat Jump (3 sets : 30 seconds)
   *1-2 minutes in between each set

IV. DAILY PROGRAM

http://youtu.be/zFkUv-PCWds
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/8jU7sYYNnMs
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/D66nMjI80eY
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
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 2) Tabata Set
   a) Push Ups
   b) Inverted Rows

Week 1 : Day 4
(rest/recover)
 
Week 1 : Day 5 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jump (2 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Back Squat (5 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental	 Dumbbell Walking Lunge (3 sets : 15 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Leg Curls (3 sets : 15 reps)
 
	 •	 Accessory	 Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 20 sec As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Finisher Alternating Lunge (60 sec, 45 sec, 30 sec, 15 sec)
   s/s
   Squat Jumps (60 sec, 45 sec, 30 sec, 15 sec)

Week 1 : Day 6 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (3 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (45% : 10 sets : 3 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Jerk (3 sets : 6 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift Row (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Scarecrows (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)

 •	 Finisher Inverted Row (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 30 sec)

Week 1 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/8M_Nhco-9-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJEf3oeP38 
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpmUal8_zjE 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMSzpreuCek 
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
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Week 2 : Day 1 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Seated Box Jump (3 sets : 4 reps) 

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (65% : 40 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Lateral Lunge (3 sets : 12 reps/side)
   s/s
   Dumbell Deadlift (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swings (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Squat Jump
   b) Wall Sit

  
Week 2 : Day 2 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Slam (3 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (4 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Alternating Dumbbell Bench Press (3 sets : 15 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Decline Push Ups (3 sets : 20 sec. AMAP)

	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdowns (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Push Ups (10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
   *10 reps Push Ups  10 reps Chin Ups, 9 reps Push Ups  9 reps Chin Ups…

Week 2 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Tabata Set
   a) Alternating Lunge
   b) Kettlebell Swing

 2) Barbell Complex (all movements with SAME weight)
   a) Strict Press (3 sets : 15 reps : 50% of 1RM)

http://youtu.be/zFkUv-PCWds
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne16vn8uvrs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
ttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQKDGXwfnW8
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mE7dqCqjjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68l0nLjPpKA
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/W2K5ZbRkKyA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vaYBmDmo6Q
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   b) Deadlift (3 sets : 15 reps)
   c) Push Press (3 sets : 15 reps)

Week 2 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 2 : Day 5 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Broad Jumps (4 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (50% : 12 sets : 1 Rep)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Ups (3 sets : 8 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curl (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher a) Sprint (5 sets : 50 yards) b) Squat Jumps (5 sets : 15 reps)

Week 2 : Day 6 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Push Ups (4 sets : 5 sec. As Many As Possible)
 
	 •	 Core	Lift Incline Bench Press (70% : 30 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Military Press (3 sets : 12 reps)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (3 sets : failure)

	 •	 Accessory Face Pulls (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Dumbbell Farmers Walk Drop Set (3 sets : 5 descending weights : 50’)
   *Incline Bench Press max will be roughly 80% of your regular Bench Press 
   Max. So simply multiply your 1 Rep Max in the bench by 0.8 to find your 
   Incline 1 Rep Max.

Week 2 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://youtu.be/-gim7SNCIzU
http://youtu.be/SkMuDwGBHB4
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/0fGEaH4Cmvk
http://youtu.be/-n0VcI04f8o
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiFCgCPw_90
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0Oosjo0h0U
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Week 3 : Day 1 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jumps (5 sets : 3 reps)
 
	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (3 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Ups (3 sets : 10 reps/leg)
   s/s 
   Manual Resistance Leg Curls (3 sets : 10 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Finisher Bodyweight Squat (:30, :25, & : 20)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (:30, :25, & : 20)
   s/s
   Squat Jumps (:30, :25, & : 20)
   *rest 1 min after every round

 
Week 3 : Day 2 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (5 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Floor Press (55% : 8 Sets : 3 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Floor Press (3 sets : 8 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Push Ups (3 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 15 reps)
 
	 •	 Finisher Push Ups (5 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (5 sets : 10 reps) 
   s/s
   Med Ball Slams (5 sets : 10 reps) 
   *minimal rest in between sets

http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJEf3oeP38
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/lUfwwqtc6-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hN_RzU51tF8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CDRWxvrolw
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://
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Week 3 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Tabata Set
   a) Squat Jump
   b) Alternating Lunge

 2) Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Curl  OH Press (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (3 sets : 30 sec)

Week 3 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 3 : Day 5 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Jump Squat (5 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Squat (75% : 25 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Reverse Dumbbell Lunge (3 sets : 12 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (2 sets : 30 sec.)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Kettlebell Swing
   b) Bodyweight Squat
 
Week 3 : Day 6 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Lying Med Ball Toss (2 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Floor Press (2 Rep Max)

 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Strict Press (3 sets : 15 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Single Arm Dumbbell Row (3 sets : 15 reps/arm)

 •	 Accessory Inverted Row (2 sets : 20 reps)

http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWc_kxCcIEs
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/6P5jX95JZs0
http://youtu.be/8M_Nhco-9-A
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqwju-nL0u8
http://youtu.be/lUfwwqtc6-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obJkYKY5a3o
http://youtu.be/EA1XIHgV3pY
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
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	 •	 Finisher Chin Ups (3 sets : 10 reps) 
   s/s
   Inverted Row (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Farmers Walk (3 sets : 50’)

Week 3 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 4 : Day 1 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Seated Box Jump (2 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Box Squat (40% : 10 Sets : 2 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Up (3 sets : 6 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlifts (3 sets : 6 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swing (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Kettlebell Swing (20 reps, 15 reps, 10 reps)
   s/s
   Squat Jump (20 reps, 15 reps, 10 reps)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (20 reps, 15 reps, 10 reps)

 Week 4 : Day 2 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Jammer (2 sets : 5 reps/arm : 10 lbs. on bar)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (80% : 20 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Incline Dumbbell Bench Press (3 sets : 12 reps)
   s/s
   Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 6 reps/side)

	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdowns (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)

http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0Oosjo0h0U
http://youtu.be/zFkUv-PCWds
http://youtu.be/o0IT58krApM
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/HrsiO_0rgA0
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/qMgbFH8r2Qo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
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	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Push Ups
   b) Chin Ups

Week 4 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
   a) Walking Lunge (5 sets : 75’)
   b) Push Ups (5 sets : 20 reps)
   c) Sprint (5 sets : 75’) 

Week 4 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 4 : Day 5 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Broad Jumps (3 sets : 2 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Squat (1 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Overhead Walking Lunge (3 sets : 20 reps/leg : 10 lb. plate)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Leg Curls (3 sets : 10 reps) 

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Alternating Lunge (25/leg, 20/leg, 15/leg)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (50 reps, 40 reps, 30 reps)
   s/s
   Squat Jumps (20 reps, 15 reps, 10 reps)
   *1 min rest after every set

 
Week 4 : Day 6 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Clapping Push Ups (3 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (45% : 12 sets : 3 reps)

 •	 Supplemental Manual Resistance Push Ups (3 sets : 5 reps)
   s/s
   Weighted Chin Up (3 sets : 5 reps)

http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/SkMuDwGBHB4
ttp://youtu.be/6P5jX95JZs0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok1ROXVFYNQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJEf3oeP38
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/8jU7sYYNnMs
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CDRWxvrolw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ_FWIguzrg
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	 •	 Accessory Scarecrows (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Chin Ups (50 reps : as fast as possible)

Week 4 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 5 : Day 1 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Behind the Back Med Ball Toss (3 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (60% : 50 Reps)
 
	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Up (3 sets : 10 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 10 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curl (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Walking Lunge (3 sets : 100’)
   s/s
   Sprint (3 sets : 100’)

Week 5 : Day 2 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (3 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (5 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Floor Press (3 sets : 15 reps)
   s/s
   Push Ups (3 sets : 20 sec. AMAP)

	 •	 Accessory Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Dumbbell Curl  OH Press
   b) Inverted Row

http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7LhyBU8Kho
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/D66nMjI80eY
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z_IvbXz6w0
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
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Week 5 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
   a) Push Ups (200 reps)
   b) Chin Ups (50 reps)
   c) Squat Jumps (50 reps)
   *Complete each exercises reps before moving on to next exercise
   **Complete as fast as possible 

Week 5 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 5 : Day 5 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Kettle Bell or Dumbbell Swings (4 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (50% : 8 sets : 1 Rep)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Up (3 sets : 10/leg)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Back Extension (3 sets : 30 sec. AMAP)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (2 sets : 30 sec.)

	 •	 Finisher Squat Jumps (100 reps)
   *Complete as fast as possible

 
Week 5 : Day 6 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Overhead Toss (4 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Incline Bench Press (65% : 40 reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Alt. Military Press (3 sets : 12 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Inverted Row (3 sets : 30 sec. AMAP)
	 •	 Accessory Face Pulls (2 sets : 30 reps)

http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uTkdjxXOT8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/VUMy26QmAA0
http://youtu.be/0fGEaH4Cmvk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfDOBu8-vgE
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiFCgCPw_90
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	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Dumbbell Curl  OH Press
   b) Chin Up Hold (chin over bar)

Week 5 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

***De-Load Week***

Week 6 : Day 1 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Sprint (4 sets : 10 yards)
 
	 •	 Core	Lift (No Max Lifting in De-Load)

	 •	 Supplemental Bodyweight Walking Lunge (1 set : 20 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift (1 set : 10 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swings (1 set : 15 reps) 

	 •	 Finisher Squat Jumps (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (3 sets : 30 sec)

Week 6 : Day 2 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Push Ups (5 sets : 3 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (55% : 5 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Alternating Dumbbell Bench Press (1 set : 8 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Lateral Push Ups (1 set : 10 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdowns (1 set : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Chin Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Inverted Rows (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (3 sets : 10 reps)

http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z_IvbXz6w0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruuKo1KRy8g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mE7dqCqjjU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
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Week 6 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1a) Squat Jumps (3 sets : 30 sec)
 1b) Wall Sit (3 sets : 30 sec)
   *15 sec between each exercise
   **1 minute between each set
 2) Tabata Set
   a) Push Ups
   b) Chin Ups
   c) Push Up Hold (hold at top of push up)
   d) Chin Up Hold (hold at top of chin up)
   *Because there are 4 different exercises, only do 2 sets of each to complete 
   the 8 total sets in a Tabata set

Week 6 : Day 4
(rest/recover)
 
Week 6 : Day 5 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Seated Box Jump (5 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (70% : 15 reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Up (1 set : 12 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Leg Curl (1 set : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (1 set : 30 sec.)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Squat Jump
   b) Dumbbell Deadlift
   c) Alternating Lunge
   d) Wall Sit

 Week 6 : Day 6 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Jammer (5 sets : 5 reps/arm : 10 lbs. on bar)
 
	 •	 Core	Lift (No Max Lifting in De-Load)
 
	 •	 Supplemental Alternating Dumbbell Strict Press (1 set : 15 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Row (1 set : 15 reps/arm)

http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUjZV41DKpI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruuKo1KRy8g
http://youtu.be/zFkUv-PCWds
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJEf3oeP38
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/HrsiO_0rgA0
http://youtu.be/EA1XIHgV3pY
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	 •	 Accessory Inverted Row (1 set :15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Dumbbell Curl  OH Press (3 sets : 8 reps)
   s/s
   Dumbbell OH Press (3 sets : 8 reps)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Curls (3 sets : 8 reps)

Week 6 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 7 : Day 1 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Bounds (2 sets : 3 bounds)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (40% : 12 Sets : 2 Reps)\

	 •	 Supplemental Alternating Overhead Lunge (3 sets : 8 reps/leg : 25 lb. plate)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 12 reps) 

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curl (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Squat Jump (50 reps)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (25 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Wall Sit (1 minute)

Week 7 : Day 2 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (2 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (75% : 25 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Incline Dumbbell Bench Press (3 sets : 15 reps)
   s/s
   Decline Push Ups (3 sets : failure)
	 •	 Accessory Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 15 reps)
 
	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Lateral Push Ups
   b) Scarecrows

http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z_IvbXz6w0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1P_hkWAjFHM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWc_kxCcIEs
http://youtu.be/0Vz1viMy8_w
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://youtu.be/ok1ROXVFYNQ
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/qMgbFH8r2Qo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68l0nLjPpKA
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
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Week 7 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Dumbbell Farmers Walk (3 sets : 100’)
   s/s
   Squat Jumps (3 sets : 20 reps)
   s/s
   Sprint (3 sets : 100’) 
 2) Barbell Jerk (3 sets : 1 min As Many As Possible : 60%)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (3 sets : 1 min As Many As Possible)

Week 7 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 7 : Day 5 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jumps (2 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Back Squat (4 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Up (3 sets: 15 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlifts (3 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 30 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Kettlebell Swing (50 reps)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (25 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (50 reps)
 
 Week 7 : Day 6 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Clapping Push Ups (3 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (45% : 8 Sets : 3 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Jerk (3 sets : 6 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift Rows (3 sets : 12 reps)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0Oosjo0h0U
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/zFPY5cgkSTk
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/8jU7sYYNnMs
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpmUal8_zjE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMSzpreuCek
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	 •	 Accessory	 Scarecrows	(2	sets	:	20	reps)

	 •	 Finisher	 Tabata	Set
   a) Push Up
   b) Inverted Row

Week 7 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 8 : Day 1 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Behind The Back Med Ball Toss (3 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (80% : 20 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Bodyweight Lunge (3 sets : 30 yards down)
   s/s
   Sprints (3 sets : 30 yards back)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (2 sets : 30 sec.)

	 •	 Finisher Lateral Lunge (3 sets : 10/leg)
   s/s
   Squat Jump (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Back Extension (3 sets : 10 reps)

Week 8 : Day 2 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (4 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (3 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Floor Press (3 sets : 20 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)
	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdown (2 sets : 20 reps)
 
 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Push Ups
   b) Face Pulls

http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7LhyBU8Kho
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne16vn8uvrs
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uTkdjxXOT8
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hN_RzU51tF8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiFCgCPw_90
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Week 8 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Bodyweight Squat (1 min, 45 sec, 30 sec, 15 sec)
   s/s
      Alternating Lunge (1 min, 45 sec, 30 sec, 15 sec)
   s/s
      Sprint (4 sets : 100’)
 2) Tabata Set
   a) Lateral Push Ups
   b) Inverted Row
   c) Push Up Hold (at top position of Push Up)
   d) Inverted Row Hold (at top position of Inverted Row)

Week 8 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 8 : Day 5 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Kettle Bell or Dumbbell Swing (4 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (50% : 10 Sets : 1 Rep)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Up (3 sets : 8 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets: 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swings (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Walking Lunge (100’, 75’, 50’, 25’)
   s/s
   Sprint (100’, 75’, 50’, 25’)

 Week 8 : Day 6 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Overhead Toss (5 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Incline Bench Press (60% : 50 Reps)

 •	 Supplemental Manual Resistance Push Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Inverted Rows (3 sets : 20 reps)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUjZV41DKpI
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU 
http://youtu.be/dXpSjrr8rRo
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/VUMy26QmAA0
http://youtu.be/0fGEaH4Cmvk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CDRWxvrolw
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
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	 •	 Accessory Face Pulls (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Finisher Push Ups (100 reps)

Week 8 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 9 : Day 1 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jumps (5 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (2 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Up (3 sets : 15 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift (3 sets : 15 reps)
	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curls (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Walking Lunge (3 sets : 100’)
   s/s
   Bounds (3 sets : 100’)
   s/s
   Wall Sit (3 sets : 30 sec)

Week 9 : Day 2 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Slams (5 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (55% : 12 Sets : 3 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Bench Press (3 sets : 8 reps)
   s/s
   Decline Push Ups (3 sets : 8 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 20 reps)
 
	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Dumbbell Alternating OH Press
   b) Inverted Row

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiFCgCPw_90
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://youtu.be/0Vz1viMy8_w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQKDGXwfnW8
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/d62SPiRIjWM
ttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68l0nLjPpKA
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1P_hkWAjFHM
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
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Week 9 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 5 Rounds
   a) Barbell Strict Press (60% : 10 reps)
   b) Squat Jump (10 reps)
   c) Chin Ups (10 reps)
   d) Weighted Back Extension (10 reps)

Week 9 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 9 : Day 5 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Squat Jumps (2 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Squat (65% : 40 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Lateral Lunge (3 sets : 10 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 10 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 30 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Sprint (10 sets : 100’ : 10 sec b/w each set)
 
 Week 9 : Day 6 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (2 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (1 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Strict Press (3 sets : 20 reps)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (3 sets : failure)

	 •	 Accessory Inverted Row (2 sets : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Med Ball Slams (3 sets : 20 reps)

http://youtu.be/oQ56HSCQgsA
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://youtu.be/6P5jX95JZs0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne16vn8uvrs
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/oQ56HSCQgsA
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQKDGXwfnW8
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Week 9 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 10 : Day 1 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Seated Box Jump (2 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Box Squat (40% : 8 Sets : 2 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Step Up (3 sets : 8 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Leg Curl (3 sets : 8 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (2 sets : 1 minute)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Squat Jump
   b) Bodyweight Squat
   c) Alternating Lunge
   d) Wall Sit

Week 10 : Day 2 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Lying Med Ball Toss (3 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Floor Press (70% : 30 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Alt. From Top Dumbbell Bench (3 sets : 12 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Lateral Push Ups (3 sets : 10 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdown (2 sets : 1 min As Many As Possible)

 •	 Finisher Barbell Complex (all with SAME wt.)
   a) Barbell Push Press (60% : 3 sets : 10 reps)
   b) Barbell Bent Over Row (3 sets : 10 reps) 
   c) Barbell Deadlift (3 sets : 10 reps)
   d) Barbell Strict Press (3 sets : failure)

http://youtu.be/zFkUv-PCWds
http://youtu.be/o0IT58krApM
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLJEf3oeP38
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqwju-nL0u8
http://youtu.be/lUfwwqtc6-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTgIsf4ANX8
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
http://youtu.be/W2K5ZbRkKyA
http://youtu.be/-gim7SNCIzU
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://youtu.be/oQ56HSCQgsA
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Week 10 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Squat Jumps (100 reps)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (100 reps)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (50 reps/leg)
 2) Push Ups (3 sets : 20 reps)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Farmers Walk (3 sets : 100’)
   s/s
   Inverted Row (3 sets : 20 reps)

Week 10 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 10 : Day 5 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Broad Jumps (3 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Squat (5 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Overhead Step Up (3 sets : 15 reps/leg : 10 lb. plate)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Back Extension (3 sets : 30 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swings (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Bodyweight Squat
   b) Wall Sit
   c) Alternating Lunge
   d) Wall Sit

Week 10 : Day 6 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Broad Toss (3 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Floor Press (45% : 10 Sets : 3 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Military Press (3 sets : 6 reps)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Row (3 sets : 6 reps/arm)

http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0Oosjo0h0U
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/SkMuDwGBHB4
http://youtu.be/6P5jX95JZs0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uTkdjxXOT8
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/zNiV5pFC04g
http://youtu.be/lUfwwqtc6-A
http://youtu.be/-n0VcI04f8o
http://youtu.be/EA1XIHgV3pY
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	 •	 Accessory Scarecrows (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)
	 •	 Finisher Push Ups (30 sec  20 sec  10 sec)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (30 sec  20 sec  10 sec)
   *Do as many reps as possible during each timed interval
   **30 sec in between each round (no rest in between transition from 
   exercises though)

Week 10 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

Week 11 : Day 1 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Bounds (4 sets : 3 Bounds)

	 •	 Core	Lift Box Squat (75% : 25 Reps) 

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Walking Lunge (3 sets : 12 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Leg Curl (2 sets : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Walking Lunge (3 sets : 150’)
   s/s
   Sprint (3 sets : 150’)

Week 11 : Day 2 (Max Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Jammer (4 sets : 4 reps/arm : 10 lbs. on bar)

	 •	 Core	Lift Floor Press (4 Rep Max)

	 •	 Supplemental Incline Dumbbell Bench Press (3 sets : 15 reps)
   s/s
   Manual Resistance Push Ups (3 sets : 5 reps)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Push Ups (3 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Dumbbell Skullcrushers (2 sets : 15 reps)

http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/0Vz1viMy8_w
http://youtu.be/688R4IK9Kdo
http://youtu.be/8M_Nhco-9-A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/yv7_l9O1w6Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzSlTu4Jo8I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://youtu.be/HrsiO_0rgA0
http://youtu.be/lUfwwqtc6-A
http://youtu.be/qMgbFH8r2Qo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CDRWxvrolw
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/i7FNzGk48ew
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	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Dumbbell Curl  Press
   b) Inverted Row

Week 11 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 1) Tabata Set
   a) Bodyweight Squat
   b) Back Extension
 2) Push Ups (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Inverted Row (3 sets : 30 sec)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (3 sets : 30 sec)

Week 11 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 11 : Day 5 (Dynamic Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jumps (4 sets : 5 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Deadlift (50% : 12 Sets : 1 Rep)
	 •	 Supplemental Barbell Step Up (3 sets : 8 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Weighted Back Extension (3 sets : 12 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Stability Ball Bridge (2 sets : 30 sec As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Finisher Squat Jump (50 reps)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Squat (50 reps)
   s/s
   Wall Sit (1 min)

Week 11 : Day 6 (Repetitive Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Clapping Push Ups (5 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (80% : 20 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Single Arm Dumbbell Strict Press (3 sets : 12 reps/arm)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (3 sets : failure)

http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z_IvbXz6w0
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uTkdjxXOT8
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://youtu.be/yu4FunoJIo4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr9WGus9amg
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/_ecYQdnUWbo
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/8jU7sYYNnMs
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
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	 •	 Accessory Face Pulls (2 sets : 1 min As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Finisher Tabata Set
   a) Push Ups
   b) Inverted Row
   c) Dumbbell Alternating OH Press
   d) Scarecrows

Week 11 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

***De-Load Week***

Week 12 : Day 1 (Max Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Sprint (5 sets : 10 yd.)

	 •	 Core	Lift (No Max Lifting in De-Load)

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Alternating Lunge (1 set : 15 reps/leg)
   s/s
   Dumbbell Deadlift (1 set : 15 reps)

	 •	 Accessory Wall Sit (1 set : 30 sec.)

	 •	 Finisher Squat Jumps (30 reps, 20 reps, 10 reps)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (15 reps/leg, 10/leg, 5/leg)

Week 12 : Day 2 (Dynamic Effort Upper)
	 •	 Plyometrics Push Ups (5 sets : 5 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Core	Lift Bench Press (55% : 4 Sets : 3 Reps) 

	 •	 Supplemental Dumbbell Floor Press (1 set : 8 reps)
   s/s
   Decline Push Up (1 set : 10 reps) 

	 •	 Accessory Tricep Pressdowns (1 set : 20 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Push Ups (1 min)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiFCgCPw_90
http://youtu.be/uObUvgSvrak
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1P_hkWAjFHM
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jA-wwwjNIY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38HRWmojWVU
http://youtu.be/GP_LPpOQVmc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/wS3NC4Tywx8
http://youtu.be/D66nMjI80eY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68l0nLjPpKA
http://youtu.be/N_Y9leMtwg0
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
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Week 12 : Day 3 (BRICK SHIT HOUSE DAY)
 5 Rounds 
   a) Dumbbell Jerk (5 reps/arm)
   b) Dumbbell Deadlift (5 reps)
   c) Dumbbell Single Arm Row (5 reps/arm)
   d) Bodyweight Squat (20 sec As Many As Possible)

Week 12 : Day 4
(rest/recover)

Week 12 : Day 5 (Repetitive Effort Lower)
	 •	 Plyometrics Box Jumps (2 sets : 3 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift Front Squat (60% : 25 Reps)

	 •	 Supplemental Bodyweight Step Up (1 set : 30 sec./leg)
   s/s
   Bodyweight Back Extension (1 set : 30 sec. As Many As Possible)

	 •	 Accessory Kettlebell Swings (1 set : 15 reps)

	 •	 Finisher Bodyweight Squat (1 min  45 sec  30 sec)
   s/s
   Alternating Lunge (1 min  45 sec  30 sec)
   *1 min rest in between each round
   **NO rest in between each exercise

Week 12 : Day 6 (Max Effort Upper)
 •	 Plyometrics Med Ball Overhead Toss (2 sets : 4 reps)

	 •	 Core	Lift (No Max Lifting in De-Load)

	 •	 Supplemental Manual Resistance Push Ups (1 set : 5 reps)
   s/s
    Bodyweight Push Ups (1 set : 10 reps)
   s/s
   Chin Ups (1 set : failure)
	 •	 Accessory Inverted Rows (1 set : 30 sec As Many As Possible)
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpmUal8_zjE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCu12TO2fEE
http://youtu.be/EA1XIHgV3pY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://youtu.be/2qHoopEyqXY
http://youtu.be/6P5jX95JZs0
http://youtu.be/3GmHVVlpano
http://youtu.be/spUiOFaHq3U
http://youtu.be/FIj9SNmyqsU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR8xA1QZ82E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll-LIYiJKfg
http://youtu.be/VUMy26QmAA0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CDRWxvrolw
http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8
http://youtu.be/RusDjYm7LSQ
http://youtu.be/kMDNCUYQz4Q
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	 •	 Finisher	 Push	Ups	(20	reps	  15 rep  10 rep  5 rep)
   s/s
   Scarecrows (20 reps  15 rep  10 rep  5 rep)

Week 12 : Day 7
(rest/recover)

***Because this is the end of the 12-Week Program, and you should feel FRESH 
after the De-Load from its final week, new 1RM’s should be found for all of 

your Core Lifts in “Week 13”. Remember to do so for each on SEPARATE DAYS 
during the week (one Max per day). After this week of setting new 1 Rep 

Maxes, start back on Week 1 with your NEW numbers and establish 
NEW goals.***

http://youtu.be/LcQGRjiIOS8 
http://youtu.be/Irgl36h9Qt0

